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7

ak 

the shock unsought life depart
distress hours days and and

dreams their intense forgotten
descent is lived for kept learnt

the intense of all descent for integrate
the shock of newness of the ever known

death–shock mourn–self the tempest
mix ascent–life always–life the still life

then to snap remember in the shock
the grand elephant’s dancing clothes  



na

we
the biologic aware
mass energy movers

if we can make a mass
to simulate a mind
then we can make a mass
to ride

spirit beyond
birth flesh 



co

fork clone exec start
duplicate restore copy link

beware all souls
to brownian ice
the tragedy of the commons

mind greed & moore’s law 



qi 

fork clone exec start
duplicate restore copy link

beware all souls
to brownian ice
the tragedy of the commons

mind greed & moore’s law 



2 

a machine hammer
over your tomorrow’s skull
the journey

but you can duplicate
try all ways & each

clone you will

a half dozen yous
arriving all roads
goal achieved

then

dare
the yous
union  
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ascent from

7
tin rush
A rush
engineering rush
Regrow
Hymnen

eye

&  



afterword

it’s always heads he said
for five weeks
heads

video tip–toe clatter
animation fright
start sleep
& alarm tick’s
tip–toe clatter

metalaugh
coincidence
awareness

is rage’s night
the only experience
uncorrupted by recollection

could a universe crash
should a cockroach ask 



christmas card poem

oh wurtle beast in furtle flight
wot you doing in my gun sight

oh wurtle beast in furtle flight
bang bang you're dead ha ha 



cold pity

i pity your cold heart

not according
      the shock
          of close death 



food studio

decour service feel
all 2nd to the art

if you but that
your soul’s thin 



peered

being peered on
mass poll pressure
exploited

compress to mundane
predict open–plan shoehorn
no best quality permitted
planned fit pressure no excel
corporate some bastard up benefit
fit in corporate poor
don’t excel
fit
dull predict fit required

savage down to plannable ordinary
belong box



church is dangerous vital

terrace end house
ninety middle class years
kept unkempt garden
old curtains old furniture

i don’t know why the council
destroyed the green life
took the topsoil
a plant disease
a death disease

the land’s now
grey charcoal

in the street
an old chap
short & capped
in his eyes
new loss

he asked me

why did i not
& the pub
help him out his grief 

 



pit air G

pit
cold pit
ice hard pit
pretty pit
cold pit

air
sheet brush air
asthmatic friend air
hard breathe air
warm air

pit
cold pit
ignore pit
absent pit
cold pit
walk pit

G
late G
walk toll G
spire G
church mourn G
toll G

pit
day pit
grey pit
cold pit
mourn pit
pretty pit
pit 



balance still accelerando

L hipped
head horizontal
elbow high

off blue centre
strike
strike the white

the pack
schoolchildren
a pack of schoolchildren
bright blueday sun

green down mower low
see balls aligned balls
see point hit pot
see point hit pot
place check pocket check
place check pocket check
strike

just align there yes
strike gentle pot
wait
that power hit
see the pot
and roll the white to strategy
game on
three reds down and safety

beer



balance still accelerando
one yellow one red one black

king kong shot
the bastard got me
good play
cushion cushion long now
white to red length shot
i’d gentle touch stop
strike
watch the roll slow roll ha
by scare de Blair i got it

one yellow one red one black
dogleg bounce
cushion corner

you know
i could safety
but damn the bastards
don’t bore the barmaid with still elegance
life’s a biscuit
play to bang pot

mmmm 
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